Get Onto the Groove of Electronic Music with Ethr3’s Rocking Performance

Enjoy the seductive beats and instrumental flair of Ethr3’s latest releases. The dreamlike synths will surround you with its awesomeness and entrance you completely.

Seattle, Dec 31, 1969 (Issuewire.com) - The electronic hero, Ethr3 takes the center stage with his latest releases that will rock you to the core of your heart. ‘Ghost of A Shadow’, ‘Evolutionary Drift (pt 2)’, and ‘Grain of Sand (pt1)’ are some of the best electronic tracks that you will ever come across. A high level of intensity is added to the soundscape by the vocal presence, which is not often found in this genre of music. On top of this is the set up of the sound that makes the tracks much more real. There is a sense of uniqueness and real musicianship in these tracks.

‘Ghost of A Shadow’ is an absolutely stunning piece of music and the superb production brings out the actual spark of the sound. It really stands ahead of any other piece of electronic music. The synths and the rhythmic musicality of the track ‘Evolutionary Drift (pt 2)’ have a certain uplifting nature in it. The artistry of Ethr3 works really well in building up the entire structure of the track. And, ‘Grain of Sand (pt1)’ shines brightly due to its stylish presentation. The huge hook section can captivate the audience in no time. In each of the tracks, the performance of Ethr3 stands tallest.

The artist has spent so many years in local bands, from rock to country music. And, this has enabled him to tour the world, which in turn has strengthened his passion for music. Ethr3 has been greatly...
influenced by famous artists, such as Sasha, Geddy Lee, Ulrich Schnauss, Chris Cornell, Vangelis, and impacted by iconic groups from The BeeGees to Soundgarden. He has this unique talent of writing and producing great sound. The online music platform Spotify has all his songs streaming. Follow him on Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter to know more about his upcoming musical works.

To listen these tracks click the given links:

https://open.spotify.com/track/2S5Sybu2QkZk3RP7xffLFB

https://open.spotify.com/track/2sgQd5jtubxYhpjaH9QjAJ

https://open.spotify.com/track/0F8tv6WBTg2JgmwL7zvAsf
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